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Abstract Conventional zero-shot learning methods usually learn mapping
functions to project image features into semantic embedding spaces, in which
to find the nearest neighbors with predefined attributes. The predefined at-
tributes including both seen classes and unseen classes are often annotated
with high dimensional real values by experts, which costs a lot of human
labors. In this paper, we propose a simple but effective method to reduce the
annotation work. In our strategy, only unseen classes are needed to be an-
notated with several binary codes, which lead to only about one percent of
original annotation work. In addition, we design a Visual Similes Annotation
System (ViSAS) to annotate the unseen classes, and build both linear and
deep mapping models and test them on four popular datasets, the experimen-
tal results show that our method can outperform the state-of-the-art methods
in most circumstances.
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1 Introduction
Recently, since classification can be applied in many areas such as image re-
trieval [9,34] and recommendation system [8], it has attracted an increasing
number of researchers. Conventional classification methods usually build a
linear or deep mapping models to learn the discriminative tags for objects
or questions [35] by projecting original images into a semantic space [49,20],
where each class has its own individual feature, which can be easily classified
from others. However, in real scenarios, many classes have relationship with
each other, e.g. ‘dog’ and ‘wolf ’ have very similar appearance, and often are
misclassified, which is caused by the common latent information, which we
called visual common feature here. The common feature is bad for individual
feature classification, but it is very suitable for Zero-shot learning (ZSL), e.g.,
when ‘dog’ belongs to the seen classes and ‘wolf ’ lies in the unseen classes, the
attribute of ‘dog’ can be utilized as part of the attribute for ‘wolf ’ to assist
the classification.
ZSL aims to learning a classification model, which is trained using the data
belongs to seen classes, but intend to be transferred to be able to apply on
unseen classes [16,1,11], which is similar as the concept of transfer learning and
domain adaption [26,27,28]. In zero-shot recognition, seen classes and unseen
classes are often related in high dimensional vector space, namely semantic
visual space.
Traditional zero-shot learning methods [6,17] often depend on projecting
images into semantic embedding space, and find the nearest predefined at-
tributes to associate with its label. There are two ways to obtain the predefined
attributes, one is projecting the class name into high dimensional semantic vec-
tor using Word2Vec [33], which is trained based on ‘Wikipedia’ ; another one
is defining many attribute items, and annotating both seen and unseen classes
with real values by experts, this method can get better performance than the
previous one, but cost too much manual work.
To describe an unseen class, in our opinion, the most straightforward way
is to relate it to seen classes. Such expressions are called similes, which explic-
itly compare the visual or textual similarity of two things, and often connected
by using conjunctive words, e.g. like, as. In this paper, we introduce a novel
method which do not require experts’ knowledge, and just need about one
percent of original work to manually annotate the visual similes for only un-
seen classes with several binary codes. When annotating the unseen class, we
find the most similar seen classes by comparing the textual description of the
unseen class from ‘Wikipedia’ and the seen images in the dataset, which is
different from traditional ZSL attribute annotation method that first defines
several common attributes with experts’ knowledge, and then uses real values
to annotate the attributes by looking up the text. Besides, to annotate the
unseen class with related to the seen classes, we build a Binary Visual Similes
Annotation System (ViSAS), which utilize the similarity of Word2Vec as as-
sistance [33], but not totally depend on it, e.g. if the class ‘humperback+whale’
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Fig. 1 Binary Visual Similes Annotation System (ViSAS). This figure illustrates the ex-
ample of annotating dataset AWA when k = 10.
appears in the top k classes when annotating the unseen class ‘rat’, it should
be omitted with no doubt. The ViSAS is illustrated in Fig. (1).
For the total process of our method, we first use visual likelihood to com-
pute the pseudo attribute of the training data and train a linear model to learn
the mapping function, which subsequently is utilized to generate the visual
similes on seen data, then we manually annotate unseen classes with several
binary values, and at last we test the performance of our method based on the
learned mapping model and the annotated binary visual similes. We also ex-
tend our linear model using deep network, which achieves better performance
than the state-of-the-art methods and our linear model.
Due to the binary characteristic of visual similes, we also apply our method
on zero shot hashing. In this task, we do not need to annotate the similes for
unseen classes, means that there is no manual work needed, and all the binary
visual similes or hash codes are generated via the pre-trained linear or deep
model. We test this task on dataset CIFAR-10 [24], and get competitive results.
It is worthwhile to note the contributions of our method: 1) We propose a
binary visual similes annotation method, which just need about one percent of
conventional work to annotate similar classes with binary values. This method
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do not acquire experts’ knowledge and just need to find the similar classes from
seen classes for only unseen classes. 2) We build a ViSAS, which exploits the
assistance of Word2Vec [33], but not totally depends on it. 3) We train a linear
model to learn the mapping function from image features to visual similes,
and extend the model with deep network. 4) We test both the linear model
and deep model with visual similes on four datasets, and the experimental
results show that our method can outperform all the state-of-the-art methods
and surpass a big gap comparing to the strongest competitors. 5) Due to the
binary characteristic of attributes, we apply this method in the application
of zero-shot hashing by employing the visual similes as hash codes , and the
experimental results on CIFAR-10 show the effectiveness of our method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section ‘Related Works’,
we give a brief review of recent zero-shot learning methods. The details of our
method for binary visual similes annotation and projection model are both
described in Section ‘Methodology’. Section ‘Experiments’ reports the exper-
imental results on Zero-shot Learning (ZSL), Generalised Zero-shot Learning
(GZSL) and Zero-shot Hashing (ZSH). Finally, we conclude this paper in Sec-
tion ‘Conclusion’.
2 Related works
Zero-shot learning Since visual attribute learning [13] has been proposed,
many researchers [16,1,6,17] conduct their works on how to find the interme-
diate attribute classifiers for zero-shot learning. Compatibility learning is the
most popular framework, which learns linear or non-linear mapping functions
using only seen data and attributes, and is applied on unseen data. One of
the earliest compatibility frameworks is Direct Attribute Prediction (DAP)
[25], which learns probabilistic attribute classifier and estimate the label by
integrating the ranks of the learned classifier. Label Embedding (ALE) [2],
Structured Joint Embedding (SJE) [3], and Deep Visual-Semantic Embedding
(DeViSE) [14] employ bilinear compatibility functions to project features into
semantic embedding space, where the features and attributes belongs to same
class have maximal correlation, otherwise have minimal correlation. Embar-
rassingly Simple Zero Shot Learning (ESZSL) [39] adds a regularization term
to the unregularised risk minimisation equation. There are also some non-linear
compatibility learning frameworks, which extend linear models into non-linear
ones to improve the recognition accuracy.
Since compatibility learning doesn’t know the distribution of unseen classes,
and it often causes the problem of domain shift, hence transductive learning
[15,19,22] methods are proposed to use the unseen data in training process.
Though this type of methods can greatly improve the classification accuracy,
the setting of them violates the original purpose that the unseen data should
be strictly not accessible during training.
To improve the performance and reduce the usage of manual attributes,
hybrid methods are proposed, e.g., Combination of Semantic Embeddings
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(CONSE) [36], Synthesized Classifiers (SYNC) [7], and Semantic Similarity
Embedding (SSE) [51] exploit seen classes to construct the attributes of un-
seen classes.
Synthetic learning [50,32] is a novel type of methods, which synthesize
pseudo features from semantic attributes, and train classifiers using conven-
tional algorithms such as Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Unseen Visual Data Synthesis (UVDS) [30] and Generating Pseudo Feature
Representation (GPFR) [32] are typical methods of this type.
Zero-shot hashing Hashing is a data binarizing method to compact data
such as images to binary codes for easy storage and fast retrieval [57,47,53,
52], Zero-shot Hashing (ZSH) intends to combine both the advantages of Hash-
ing and ZSL to retrieve data or images from unseen classes [54,55,56,18]. ZSH
exploits the merits of common attributes to solve the problem of zero-shot
image retrieval. As we have known, there are only several typical methods
designed for ZSH, the most representative methods are Transferring Super-
vised Knowledge (TSK) [45] and SitNet [18] etc. TSK exploits SDH [40] to
generate binary codes, which are subsequently projected into semantic embed-
ding space, where these codes are encouraged to have their original semantic
concepts. SitNet adopts Convolutional Neural Network in its framework, and
construct a combinational loss function including max-margin loss and center
loss to optimize the network model. However, the max-margin loss and the
center loss in SitNet play the similar role in enlarging the distance between
classes.
Semantic embeddings ZSL related methods often rely on the intermediate
attributes, which represent the semantic embeddings of both seen and un-
seen classes. Conventional attributes [21] are high dimensional, and usually
annotated by experts with real values, this type of annotation need experts’
knowledge, and cost a lot of labor force. To solve this problem, some methods
[10,4] turn to use Word2Vec [33] to generate attributes based on the dataset
‘Wikipedia’. However, the textual description of the ‘Wikipedia’ might be very
noisy and not directly related to the visual appearance, which often lead to
great degradation of the performance. Another semantic attribute representa-
tion is based on similarity, which can be annotated by humans [31] or textual
descriptions [38]. Our Method also use this idea of similarity comparison, but
there exists a difference that we exploit the visual likelihood and annotate
categories with only several binary codes.
3 Methodology
3.1 Notations
Let Y = {y1, · · · , ys} and Z = {z1, · · · , zu} denote a set of s seen and u
unseen class labels, and they are disjoint Y ∩Z = ∅. Given the training data
in 2-tuple of N seen samples: (x1,y1), · · · , (xN ,yN ) ⊆ Xs × Y , where Xs
is d-dimensional features extracted from N seen images. Zero-shot Learning
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Sample image:
t1 19 20 21 22 … 50 … ……
…… ……Rank:
Fig. 2 Illustrating the construction of the visual similes using seen classes automatically.
The corresponding positions of the visual similes are set to 1 according to the labels of
similar images of ‘tiger’.
aims to learn a classification function f : Xu → Z to predict the label of the
input image from unseen classes, where xi ∈Xu is totally unavailable during
training.
3.2 Visual similes
To represent images by visual similes, the most straightforward method is to
calculate the likelihood between an images xi and every image xj in train set in
visual space. In this paper, we simply utilize the Parzen likelihood estimation
to compare a pair of images,
d(xi,xj) = k(xi − xj) = exp(− 1
2σ2
‖xi − xj‖22), (1)
where, k(·) is the Parzen match kernel function under a typical Gaussian distri-
bution, which is non-negative and up to 1, ‖·‖2 is the `2-norm distance between
two vectors. Using Eq. (1), each training sample can get a likelihood measure-
ment with other samples. However, due to the visual space is high dimensional
and D-exponentially decreases with the distance, most of the likelihood values
are negligible. Therefore, we use top t nearest samples to construct the visual
similes.
We illustrate the visual similes construction of our method in Fig. (2).
Suppose there are n sample images belong to m seen classes, then we can
construct simile matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×m, each row ai of which represents a
series of similes of a seen image in the form of multi-hot vector. For a single
seen image xi, we can calculate its likelihood to the all the seen images using
Eq. (1), and sort the likelihood in descending order. We pick the top t images,
find their labels, and then set the corresponding positions of ai to 1, and
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other positions to 0, e.g. we can discover that the top t images similar to the
image ‘tiger’ are ‘tiger’, ‘lion’, ‘wolf ’, ‘antelope’, and ‘ox’ etc., and their labels
are 1, 3, 9, 6, 4, · · · , thus we set the corresponding position of ai to 1, and get
ai = [101101001 · · · ].
3.3 Zero-shot learning
3.3.1 Mapping function
In this section, we will describe how to get the mapping matrix W ∈ Rd×m
in detail. Since our method mainly concerns on the visual similes annotation,
we simply employ the concept of Semantic Auto-Encoder (SAE) [23] in our
objective function.
L(X,A|W ) = ‖XW −A‖2F + λ‖AW T −X‖2F , (2)
where, ‖·‖F is the Frobenius Norm, λ is the balance parameter to control the
importance of the two items. Then, we make the derivation of the Eq. (2) with
regard to W , and set the result to 0, we can obtain the following formulation,
XTXW −XTA+ λ(WATA−XTA) = 0
⇐⇒ XTXW + λWATA = (1 + λ)XTA. (3)
If we denote Aˆ = XTX, Bˆ = λATA, and Cˆ = (1 + λ)XTA, we have the
following formulation,
AˆW +WBˆ = Cˆ. (4)
Eq. (4) is a well-known Sylvester equation, which can be addressed by the
Bartels-Stewart algorithm [5] efficiently, and it can be implemented with a
single line of code W = sylvester(Aˆ, Bˆ, Cˆ) 1 in Matlab.
3.3.2 Computation of similes
In this subsection, we will describe the class-level visual similes computation
in detail. For the visual similes of a seen class, we use the mapping matrix W
obtained in above subsection to compute the corresponding similarity with all
the seen images, and then average it per class, finally we can get the seen class
similes As using the following equation,
ac =
∑n
i=1 xiW1(`(xi) == c)∑n
i=1 1(`(xi) == c)
, (5)
where, ac is a visual simile vector of c
th category, and it is one row of As
corresponding to the class c. `(·) is the label function, which returns the cor-
responding label of the input vector. 1(·) represents the conditional function,
where if the condition is satisfied, then 1(·) = 1, otherwise 1(·) = 0.
1 https://uk.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/sylvester.html
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Using Eq. (5), we can get the simile vector ac, which is not binary valued.
Furthermore, we sort the entries of ac, pick the top k points, and set them to
1, and others to 0. Finally the auto-annotated seen class simile matrix As are
obtained.
For unseen classes, we need to hand-annotate the similes via finding the k
similar classes for the unseen class with the annotation system shown in Fig.
(1). When we are annotating the unseen class, the explanatory text of the
unseen class is first captured from the ‘Wikipedia’, which can be seen from
Fig. (1), and then the ranked similar names of the unseen class is calculated
by employing the Word2Vec, which is trained using only text, finally, the
top-k similar seen classes from the ranked retrieved seen classes is found by
comparing the textual description of the unseen class from ‘Wikipedia’ and the
seen images in the dataset. For example, if the unseen class ‘horse’ has top k
most similar classes in the seen classes are ‘zebra’, ‘antelope’, ‘ox’, and ‘cow’
etc., and then we set the corresponding positions of the similes to one, and
others to zero. After processing all the unseen classes, we can finally obtain the
unseen class simile matrix Au. This annotation strategy can greatly reduce
the cost of human labor.
3.3.3 Classification
After the mapping matrix W has been computed, and the seen similes and
the unseen similes been annotated, we can classify each unseen or seen image
by finding the maximal correlation between the projected feature xiW and
the annotated simile vectors ac, c ∈ {1, · · · , C}, which can be represented like
the following formulation,
li = arg min
16c6C
d(xi,ac)
= arg arg min
16c6C
〈xiW ,ac〉
‖xiW ‖2‖ac‖2 ,
(6)
where, ‖·‖2 is the `2-norm, C is the number of classes in the search space. In
ZSL, C equals the number of unseen classes, while in GZSL, C is equal to the
number of whole classes, including the seen classes and the unseen classes.
3.3.4 Deep extension
To get better mapping function F (X;W1,W2) : X → A, we extend our
method into deep model, which is illustrated in Fig. (3). In deep model, a five
layers auto-encoder is built to mimic the non-linear encoder function F (·) and
decoder function F ′(·), we construct the following objective function,
L(X,A|W1,W2) =‖F (X;W1,W2)−A‖2F
+ λ‖F ′(A˜;W T1 ,W T2 )−X‖2F ,
(7)
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Fig. 3 Illustrating the deep model of our method. This architecture utilize two layers en-
coder to mapping features X to attributes A˜, and symmetrical two layers decoder to map-
ping attributes A˜ to features X˜.
where, A˜ = F (X;W1,W2), ‖·‖F is the Frobenius Norm, the first item is
encoder loss and the second item is decoder loss. This network is a typical
end-to-end model, which can be easily optimized using mini-batch Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD). After getting the parameters W1 and W2 of this
model, similar as Eq. (6), for a test image feature xi, we can use the following
formulation to obtain its corresponding label,
li = arg min
16c6C
d(xi,ac)
= arg min
16c6C
〈F (xi;W1,W2),ac〉
‖F (xi;W1,W2)‖2‖ac‖2 .
(8)
3.4 Zero-shot hashing
Due to the binary form of the similes, this method can be easily applied to
zero-shot hashing problem. Given an image feature xi, we can utilize the linear
mapping matrix or deep encoder function to get the attribute ai, based on
that, the hash function can be explained as H(xi) = sgn(xiW − 0.5) (linear)
or H(xi) = sgn(F (xi;W1,W2) − 0.5) (deep), which make the value of hash
function satisfy the constraint H(xi) ∈ {−1,+1}1×m.
In ZSH, there is a difference from the ZSL task, i.e., the binary similes of the
unseen classes do not need to be annotated by humans. However, this hashing
method still has a shortage that its code length can only be the number of the
seen classes, and can not be extended to other size.
4 Experiments
In this section, we first give a brief review on the selected datasets for evaluat-
ing our method, then the detailed experiments will be carried out to show the
performance of our method on both the assessment of unseen classes accuracy
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Table 1 Comparison of the times need to annotate the datasets between the conventional
strategy and our method. Where, k is the number of annotated classes.
Dataset Conventional Strategy Ours
SUN 717× 102 72× k
CUB 200× 312 50× k
AWA 50× 85 10× k
aPY 32× 64 12× k
of ZSL and harmonic accuracy of GZSL. In addition, we also discuss some
hyper-parameters for our model. At last, we give the performance of ZSH on
CIFAR-10 [24].
4.1 Datasets
In our experiments, we evaluate our zero-shot learning method on four popular
datasets, which are listed as following,
(1) SUN (SUN attributes) [37] SUN is a fine-grained and medium-sized
dataset, which contains 14,340 images from 717 types of scene. Among the
total number of 717 classes, in accordance with [25], 645 classes are used for
training, and the left are used for testing.
(2) CUB (Caltech-UCSD-Birds 200-2011) [42] CUB is also a fine-
grained and medium-sized dataset, which was composed with 11,788 images
from 200 different categories of birds. In our experiments, 150 of the total 200
classes are set as the training set, and the remains are set as the testing set
following the setting of [2].
(3) AWA (Animals with Attributes) [12] AWA is a coarse-grained and
medium-scale dataset, which contains 30,475 images coming from 50 cate-
gories. The literature [25] proposed a split strategy that 40 classes are used for
training, and 10 left classes are used for testing, we also follow this setting.
(4) aPY (Attribute Pascal and Yahoo) [25] aPY is a coarse-grained
and small-scale dataset, which has 15,339 image instances from 32 classes.
Among all the 32 classes, 20 Pascal classes are utilised for training and 12
Yahoo classes are utilised for testing in our experiments.
(5) CIFAR-10 [24] CIFAR-10 contains 10 categories where each category
consists of 6,000 images with 32 × 32 × 3 dimensions (i.e., 60,000 images in
total). The dataset is splitted into two subsets which has 50,000 images for
training and 10,000 images for test.
Image Features As reported many times, deep features usually out-
perform shallow features by a significant margin. Therefore, we just consider
deep features from pre-trained model of 101-layered ResNet [20], which ex-
tracts 2048-dimensional features from the top layer except the Softmax block.
For conventional annotations, experts need to annotated all the seen and
unseen classes with real values, e.g. they need to annotated 200×312 = 62400
real values for SUN, which is very complicated and hard work, while with our
strategy, an ordinary person just need to note 50 × 10 = 500 binary values,
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which is less than 1/120 workload of the previous work. The comparison of
the times need to annotate all the four datasets is listed in Tab. (1).
4.2 Zero-shot Learning
Image classification accuracy on single label usually evaluated with top-1 ac-
curacy, i.e. if the predicted label is same as the real label, then we say the
prediction is correct. In some conventional evaluating methods [51,23], the
zero-shot learning accuracy is averaged for all images, which will lead to the
bad situation that high performance on densely populated classes is encour-
aged, e.g. one of unseen aPY classes ‘person’, whose number accounts for 64%
of the total unseen samples. But we are interested in achieving high perfor-
mance in all classes, even in sparsely populated classes, hence we choose to use
the average of each class accuracy [44], which can be described as following,
accS =
1
‖S‖
‖S‖∑
c=1
# correct predictions in c
# samples in c
, (9)
where, ‖S‖ is the number of test classes S. In zero-shot learning, we set S = Z,
i.e., the search space is Z.
Table 2 Example of annotation for dataset AWA when k = 5.
Unseen class
Seen classes
1 2 3 4 5
horse cow ox elephant moose rhinoceros
blue+whale humperback+whale killer+whale hippopotamus polar+bear elephant
sheep cow buffalo rhinoceros deer pig
seal otter polar+bear hippopotamus humperbac+whale moose
bat squirrel otter mouse hamster moose
giraffe deer antelope leopard moose zebra
rat hamster mouse rabbit squirrel weasel
bobcat leopard squirrel tiger raccoon lion
walrus hippopotamus elephant rhinoceros otter polar+bear
dolphin humpback+whale killer+whale hippopostamus polar+bear otter
We compare our algorithm with 14 recently proposed baseline methods,
which include DAP [25], IAP [25], CONSE [36], CMT [41], SSE [51], LATEM
[43], ALE [2], DEVISE [14], SJE [3], ESZSL [39], SYNC [7], SAE [23], Low-
rank Embedded SAE (LESAE) [29], and Dual-verification Network (DVN)
[48]. In the comparison, for these 14 methods, we use the traditional manual
annotated attributes, which have been proved to be the best attributes till
now for zero shot learning.
We annotate the dataset with Word2Vec [33] similarity and replace some
obviously wrong items which has totally different visual appearance using the
ViSAS, e.g. the manually annotated common attributes (k = 5) of the dataset
AWA are listed in Tab. (2).
For the sake of reducing the cost of manually annotation, we intend to use
as few similar classes as possible, hence we choose the similar annotated class
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number k1 = 5, k2 = 10 for dataset SUN, CUB, AWA, and k1 = 3, k2 = 5
for dataset aPY to test our algorithm based on t = 10, and record the results
in Tab. (3). The results reveal that our method outperforms all the other 14
methods except DVN on CUB.
On the dataset SUN, our method can outperform all the other 14 methods
when k = k2 for both linear and deep models, and the performance of our
deep model when k = k1 only have 1.3% lower than that of DVN, which
is best among the 14 competitors. Our linear model can win all the other
methods on AWA, and our deep model is just a little worse than DVN, which
might caused by the over-fitting of our deep model. On aPY, whether k = k1 or
k = k2, both the results of linear and deep models can exceed the performances
of other methods. For the dataset CUB, both our linear and deep models
are defeated by DVN, but can outperform all the other 13 methods, which
may be caused by two reasons. Firstly, the conventional methods employ 312
dimensional fully annotated attributes, while our method only have 5 or 10
annotated dimensions; secondly, the images in dataset CUB have too many
similar classes, and hard to be classified with just a few annotated binary codes.
It is worth noting that, for the datasets SUN and CUB, the best performances
are achieved by deep model, while for the datasets AWA and aPY, the best
performances are from linear model, and for all the four datasets, the best
results are obtained with k = k2.
Table 3 Results of Our Method on four popular datasets SUN, CUB, AWA, and aPY. In
this table, we set k1 = 5, k2 = 10 for dataset SUN, CUB, AWA, and k1 = 3, k2 = 5 for
dataset aPY, and t = 10 for all datasets.
Method SUN CUB AWA aPY
DAP 39.9 40.0 44.1 33.8
IAP 19.4 24.0 35.9 36.6
CONSE 38.8 34.3 45.6 26.9
CMT 39.9 34.6 39.5 28.0
SSE 51.5 43.9 60.1 34.0
LATEM 55.3 49.3 55.1 35.2
ALE 58.1 54.9 59.9 39.7
DEVISE 56.5 52.0 54.2 39.8
SJE 53.7 53.9 65.6 32.9
ESZSL 54.5 53.9 58.2 38.3
SYNC 56.3 55.6 54.0 23.9
SAE 53.4 42.0 58.1 32.9
LESAE 60.0 53.9 66.1 40.8
DVN 62.4 57.8 67.7 41.2
Ours (Linear, k1) 58.8 50.2 68.5 51.6
Ours (Linear, k2) 62.6 53.1 71.9 53.7
Ours (Deep, k1) 61.1 54.9 67.5 50.6
Ours (Deep, k2) 64.8 56.2 66.4 50.5
Moreover, we also analyse the performance of our method with different
nearest neighbors (NNs). Fig. (4) and Fig. (5) illustrate the classification ac-
curacies of unseen classes of ZSL under different NNs with linear and deep
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Fig. 4 Results of ZSL for both linear and deep models on all four popular datasets, where
k = 5 for SUN, CUB, AWA, and k = 3 for aPY. The ‘Test Accuracy’ represents for the
accuracy of test unseen classes.
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Fig. 5 Results of ZSL for both linear and deep models on all four popular datasets, where
k = 10 for SUN, CUB, AWA, and k = 5 for aPY. The ‘Test Accuracy’ represents for the
accuracy of test unseen classes.
models respectively. We test 9 different NNs, ranging from 10 to 90 by the in-
terval 10, and in Fig. 4) and Fig. (5) each curve stands for a different dataset.
From these figures, we can find that there is no obvious difference between
different settings. Therefore, in both linear and deep models, we record the
results in Tab. (3) with the setting of nearest neighbors t = 10.
4.3 Generalised Zero-shot Learning
In real world application, we do not know whether an new image belongs to
a seen class or an unseen class. Hence, in generalized zero-shot learning, the
search space for evaluating a novel image is expanded to both test classes and
train classes, which is more realistic. Furthermore, to get rid of the unbal-
ance situation of seen test and unseen test, we avoid to utilize the arithmetic
mean, and turn to use the harmonic mean computed from training and testing
accuracy, following the setting of [44],
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Table 4 The results of Generalized Zero-Shot Learning on four popular attribute datasets.
In this table, we set k1 = 5, k2 = 10 for dataset SUN, CUB, AWA, k1 = 3, k2 = 5 for
dataset aPY, and t = 10 for all four datasets.
Method
SUN CUB AWA aPY
ts tr H ts tr H ts tr H ts tr H
DAP 4.2 25.1 7.2 1.7 67.9 3.3 0.0 88.7 0.0 4.8 78.3 9.0
IAP 1.0 37.8 1.8 0.2 72.8 0.4 2.1 78.2 4.1 5.7 65.6 10.4
CONSE 6.8 39.9 11.6 1.6 72.2 3.1 0.4 88.6 0.8 0.0 91.2 0.0
CMT 8.1 21.8 11.8 7.2 49.8 12.6 0.9 87.6 1.8 1.4 85.2 2.8
CMT* 8.7 28.0 13.3 4.7 60.1 8.7 8.4 86.9 15.3 10.9 74.2 19.0
SSE 2.1 36.4 4.0 8.5 46.9 14.4 7.0 80.5 12.9 0.2 78.9 0.4
LATEM 14.7 28.8 19.5 15.2 57.3 24.0 7.3 71.7 13.3 0.1 73.0 0.2
ALE 21.8 33.1 26.3 23.7 62.8 34.4 16.8 76.1 27.5 4.6 73.7 8.7
DEVISE 16.9 27.4 20.9 23.8 53.0 32.8 13.4 68.7 22.4 4.9 76.9 9.2
SJE 14.7 30.5 19.8 23.5 59.2 33.6 11.3 74.6 19.6 3.7 55.7 6.9
ESZSL 11.0 27.9 15.8 12.6 63.8 21.0 6.6 75.6 12.1 2.4 70.1 4.6
SYNC 7.9 43.3 13.4 11.5 70.9 19.8 8.9 87.3 16.2 7.4 66.3 13.3
SAE 17.1 28.1 21.3 17.4 50.7 25.9 11.0 83.8 19.5 6.7 59.6 12.1
LESAE 21.9 34.7 26.9 24.3 53.0 33.3 19.1 70.2 30.0 12.7 56.1 20.1
DVN 25.3 34.6 29.2 26.2 55.1 35.5 34.9 73.4 48.5 13.7 72.2 23.1
Ours (Linear, k1) 21.2 27.2 23.8 26.8 29.7 28.2 38.7 41.6 40.1 19.3 51.4 28.1
Ours (Linear, k2) 28.5 27.8 28.1 29.4 30.3 29.9 46.5 39.6 42.8 26.5 42.6 32.7
Ours (Deep, k1) 25.4 35.9 29.8 28.5 38.2 32.6 37.0 45.2 40.7 27.2 44.6 33.8
Ours (Deep, k2) 30.9 38.8 34.4 33.3 38.5 35.7 43.0 42.9 42.9 20.6 37.5 30.7
H =
2× acctr × accts
acctr + accts
, (10)
where, acctr and accts are accuracy of train features and test features respec-
tively on all classes. acctr and accts are computed using the equation (9), and
the search space is set as Y ∪ Z. S = Y and S = Z are executed when
calculating acctr and accts respectively.
We compute the harmonic accuracy H and corresponding train accuracy
tr and test accuracy ts with different similar classes, and list all the results
in Tab. (4). Our algorithm can achieve best performance for ts on all four
datasets and obtain best results for H except on AWA.
The linear model obtains the first place on ts for dataset AWA, and the
deep model wins the best on ts for other three datasets. Except DVN on
AWA, our deep model outperforms all the other 13 methods on the harmonic
accuracyH, and achieve the gap from 0.2% to 10.7% compared to the strongest
competitors. On AWA, DVN can exceed our method by 5.6%, which is caused
by that our method achieves very low performance on ts. From Tab. (4), we can
discover a phenomenon that the results on the indicator tr for our method are
often lower than that of other methods, which is cause by the short annotation
of visual similes.
Although conventional algorithms such as SYNC [7], DAP [25], IAP [25],
and CONSE [36], have high train accuracies, their corresponding test accu-
racies are extremely low, e.g. IAP achieves 72.8% on CUB, DAP gets 88.7%
on AWA and CONSE obtains 91.2% on aPY, but their relevant ts is zero or
approximate zero, which makes the harmonic accuracies to be zero too. SYNC
has the largest tr on the dataset SUN, which is 4.5% higher than our method,
but has 23% lower for tr, which leads to more than 20% lower for the harmonic
accuracy.
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Fig. 6 Results of ZSL for both linear and deep models on all four popular datasets, where
k = 5 for SUN, CUB, AWA, and k = 3 for aPY. The ‘Train Accuracy’ means the accuracy of
test seen classes, and the ‘Test Accuracy’ represents for the accuracy of test unseen classes.
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Fig. 7 Results of ZSL for both linear and deep models on all four popular datasets, where
k = 10 for SUN, CUB, AWA, and k = 5 for aPY. The ‘Train Accuracy’ means the accuracy
of test seen classes, and the ‘Test Accuracy’ represents for the accuracy of test unseen classes.
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For our two models, the deep one achieves better performance than the
linear one in most situations, especially on the dataset SUN and CUB, which
means that the deep model has more powerful generalization ability than the
linear model.
In GZSL settings, we also show the the performance of our method with
different nearest neighbors in Fig. 6) and Fig. (7). From these two figures, we
can also find that the best performance appears at t = 10 in most circum-
stances.
4.4 Zero-shot hashing
For this subject, we use one of the most popular datasets, CIFAR-10 [24], to
evaluate the efficiency of our method. In our experiments, for the convenience
of comparison, we follow the settings of [46], and split CIFAR-10 into two
disjoint sets including a ‘seen’ set and an ‘unseen’ set. We randomly pick
1,000 images from the unseen set as the query images, and the left images in
the unseen set and the total seen set are considered as the retrieval database.
For example, we choose the class ‘truck’ as the unseen category and the other
9 categories as the seen set. The results of mean average precision (mAP) of
all the classes (averaged) are recorded in Tab. (5), our method achieves 22.5%
at 9 bits, while TSK [46] can only obtain 19.1% and SitNet [18] 22.4% at 16
bits.
Table 5 mean Average Precision (mAP) of one class at 9 bits on dataset CIFAR-10. ‘-’
represents not available or not reported.
Method 8 bits 9 bits 16 bits 32 bits
TSK 15.8 16.3 19.1 24.1
SitNet 20.3 20.8 22.4 25.5
Ours - 22.5 - -
To analyze our method in detail, we choose each class in CIFAR-10 as the
test class and the left 9 classes as training set, and compute the mAP to show
the performance, the result curves are illustrated in Fig. (8) (a). From the
curves, we can discover that the class ’frog’ get the highest mAP 35.5% at 10
nearest neighbors.
We also draw the precision-recall curves of all image classes for nearest
neighbors t = 10 in Fig. (8) (b). The markers of each curve represent the dif-
ferent hamming radius, e.g., the first marker of the curve means the hamming
radius is zero, and the second means the hamming radius equals one. In this
figure, the class ‘frog’ achieves the best performance, and the class ‘airplane’
get the worst result. The Fig. (8) (c) gives P-R curves of class ‘truck’ as unseen
class at different nearest neighbors.
The experiments on only one unseen class is not enough to describe our
method, thus we also carry out our experiments on two unseen classes, which
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Fig. 8 Illustrating the performance of one unseen class on CIFAR-10. Figure (a) stands for
the mAP of all classes, figure (b) represents for the Precision-Recall curves, and Precision-
Recall curves of class ‘truck’ on different nearest neighbours are shown in figure (c).
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Fig. 9 Illustrating the performance of two unseen classes on CIFAR-10. Figure (a) stands for
the mAP of all class pairs, figure (b) represents the Precision-Recall curves of all class pairs,
and the Precision-Recall curves of class pair ‘airplane/truck’ on different nearest neighbours
are shown in figure (c).
are selected as ‘airplane/truck(1/10)’, ‘automobile/ship(2/9)’, ‘bird/horse(3/8)’,
‘cat/frog(4/7)’, and ‘deer/dog(5/6)’. We calculate the mAP and draw the
precision-recall curves for each pair in Fig. (9). From the figure, we can dis-
cover that the ‘2/9’ pair performs the best, and the ‘3/8’ pair obtains the
worst mAP. In addition, the ‘P-R’ curves on different pairs are shown in Fig.
(9)(b), and the Fig. (9)(c) illustrates the ‘P-R’ curves on different nearest
neighbors for the pair ‘airplane/truck(1/10)’.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we build a binary visual similes annotation system and apply
the annotated similes on zero-shot learning task. This method changes the
traditional annotation strategy from experts’ knowledge with real values to
visual similar classes with binary codes, and from both seen and unseen classes
to just unseen classes, which greatly reduces the demand of manual annotation.
Due to the binary characteristic of similes, we also apply this strategy in the
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task of zero shot hashing. We test our linear and deep models on four popular
datasets, and the results show that our method can achieve great improvement
comparing to the state-of-the-art methods.
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